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This question paper contains 15 questions.
Marks are indicated against each question.
Anwers should be brief and to the point.
Anwers to the questions carrying 3 marks may be from 50 to 75 words.
Anwers to the questions carrying 4 marks may be about 150 words.
Anwers to the questions carrying 6 marks may be about 200 words.
Attempt all parts of questions together.

1 Which of the broad cateogories of industries covers transportation?
A. Primary
B. Secondary
C. Tertiary
D. None of these
2 _________ is the reward for risk taking.
A. profit
B. commission
C. fees
D. None of these
3 Which of the following cannot be classified as assembling industry
A. Animal Husbandry
B. cars
C. Personal Computer
D.bikes
4 Which of the following is the liability of a secret partner?
A.Unlimited
B. Limited
C. No liability
D.None of these
5 The minimum number of members allowed in a cooperative society is________.
A.10
B. 20
C. 7
D.2
6 Which of the following is not the feature of partnership ?
A.Individual Ownership
B. Limited Liability
C.Sole Profits
D.All of these
7 The capital of the company is divided into number of parts,each one of which is called__
A.Dividend
B.Profit
C.Interest
D. Shares
8 In partnership the minimum number of members required are
A. 2
B. 5
C. 10
D. no limit
9 If registration is optional, why do partnership firms willingly go through this legal formality
and get themselves registered ? Explain.
10 Explain social objectives of business.
11 Differentiate between private and public company on any 4 basis .
12 draw flow chart for classification of different types of industries with examples.
OR
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Is risk an important element of business?explain any three causes of business risk.
13 Explain following types of cooperative socities.
A. consumers cooperative society
B. farmers cooperative society
C. producers cooperative society
14 Explain sole proprietorship form of business organisation..
15 A.Rohit after doing his graduation has decided to run a retail shop as a source of livelihood. .
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B. Customers are well satisfied with his services due to which his sales turnover is very high
and he is earning a good return on his capital employed.
C. Seeing his successful business two other retailer have also opened their shops in the same
area giving him tough competition reducing his market share and margin of profits but rohit
knows, in spite of his best efforts put into the business there is always a possibility of
inadequate profits or losses.
1. Identify the economic activity into which Rohit is engaged .
2. Enlist the features of identified economic activity with reference to the sentences given
above .
3. Write any two differences between economic and non economic activities.
OR
Explain in brief the following terms :
1.Perpetual succession
2.Karta
3.One Person Company
4.Partner by estoppel
5.Limited Partnership
6.Unlimited Liability
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